AbstractiHnefatafl is an ancient Norse game -an ancestor of chess. In this paper, we report on the development of computer players for this game. In the spirit of Blondie24, we evolve neural networks as board evaluation functions for different versions of the game. An unusual aspect of this game is that there is no general agreement on the rules: it is no longer much played, and game historians attempt to infer the rules from scraps of historical texts, with ambiguities often resolved on gut feeling as to what the rules must have been in order to achieve a balanced game. We offer the evolutionary method as a means by which to judge the merits of alternative rule sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Board games have long been a favourite source of challenge problems for artificial intelligence researchers. Perhaps this is because a good player of a complex board game encapsulates so much of what we aspire to in our artificially intelligent creations: choosing one's actions by reasoning about how they will affect the future. The well-defined and delimited nature of a game makes it possible to state the task precisely, while the need to account for an inventive and wily opponent provides depth and complexity. Decades of research have attempted to replicate human play as a process of symbolic reasoning, with the development of techniques such as alpha-beta search, based on using codified domain knowledge in the form of a board position evaluation function, and culminating in the success of computer chess systems such as Deep Blue ( [1] ).
However, human play is not entirely a rational process. In recent years, research on board games carried out by computational intelligence researchers has shed light on how instinctive abilities can be married with pure reasoning. A famous example is Fogel and Chellapilla's evolved checkers player, Blondie24 ( [2] [3] [5] ). In this work, the researchers combined instinct: an evolved or learned ability to judge the value of a board position, with reasoning: a game-tree search algorithm. Other researchers have explored Awari ( [4] ), Go (e.g. [6] [10]), Othello (e.g. [8] [12] ), Ms PacMan ( [7] ), Backgammon (e.g. [9] [1 1]) and many other games.
In this paper, we apply similar methods to an ancient Norse board game, Hnefatafl. Hnefatafl is not much played in the present day, and has not been studied by the computer game community, so little is known about good play for Hnefatafl -in fact, even the rules of the game are uncertain.
We investigate the use of an evolutionary algorithm to evolve players for the game, and use these to judge the merits of different sets of rules. 11 . HNEFATAFL Hnefatafl (translated approximately as "King's table") is an ancient board game, historically played in Iceland, Scandinavia, Ireland and Wales. The game is played between two players, designated White ("the Swedes") and Red ("the Muscovites"), on a board arranged as a square grid of square cells (see Fig 1) . Each cell may be occupied by a white or red piece, or may be empty. White controls the white pieces, while Red controls the red pieces. White's aim is to get a designated white piece (the "King" -shown as a crown in the figure) to one of a number of "safe" cells, while Red's aim is to capture the king before it can do so.
Skill The idea is to create players that select moves using a suitable game-tree search algorithm, based on an evolvable board position evaluation function. Typically, the fitness of a player (or rather its evaluation function) is measured by playing a sample of games against other players in the population.
The hope is that as the population evolves, players that "discover" general principles of good play will be favoured by selection. Unfortunately, all that the evolutionary algorithm really ensures is that players that perform well against the current generation of players will be favoured, which is not the same thing. Problems such as stagnation and cycling can occur.
Various methods have been proposed to prevent these problems. A common idea is to add some kind of diversity mechanism, such as fitness sharing, or imposing a spatial neighbourhood structure. Generally, larger populations are recommended.
Unfortunately, we had to use rather small populations. The reason is that Hnefatafl has a very high branching factor: over 100, compared with around [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] for chess or checkers. We implemented a simple-minded heuristic function (described later) and a standard alpha-beta search algorithm, and found that even with pruning, the effective branching factor is around [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Pre-sorting based on heuristic function values did not improve the effectiveness of pruning. We also tried various other standard approaches to improve the speed of the search, including aspiration search, the use of transposition tables, and the memorybased search method MTD -none gave a significant improvement. Thus, we could not afford to use large populations, as the time needed to evaluate fitnesses of a large population would be prohibitive.
In order to offer some protection against stagnation, we included in the evaluation a sample of games against a "random" opponent -a player that evaluates all board positions equally, and selects between moves of equal value randomly. With a search depth of 1, this Random player plays random legal moves. The Random player has the nice property that it is not deterministic. Two evolved players playing against each other will usually repeat the same game over and over, so we cannot obtain a larger sample of games to evaluate players by having them play each other several times. We can use the Random player for this purpose.
Taking all this into consideration, we chose a (5+5)-Evolution Strategy (ES) as our evolutionary algorithm. ES's have proven to be effective at this type of parameter-tuning task, where the genome is a large vector of real values, and are reputed to be effective with small populations. Runarsson et al. ([9] ) had success with this type of algorithm in evolving board evaluation functions for small-board Go.
Blondie24 was evolved using a similar evolutionary algorithm.
Pseudo-code for the algorithm follows: V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION To investigate the abilities of the evolved players, we saved the best player of each generation, and carried out detailed tests on these. Once again, these tests were time consuming, as they involve playing additional games. Therefore, we generally tested only every 50th generation.
As well as playing a large number (100) of games with a search depth of 1 (to get a more accurate estimate of performance), we played a moderate number (20 and 10 respectively) of games with search depth 2 and search depth 3 (searches deeper than 3-ply were too slow). Since we are interested in the actual playing strength of the players, not in their performance against the rest of the population, we tested the players against the Random player, and also against a simple, hand-crafted opponent. We do not claim that this is the best possible representation. We did try a few other configurations, and this one performs at least as well. We chose the vertical and horizontal strips to match the pattern of movement of the pieces, and the dimension 3 for the 11x3, 3xll and 3x3 sections to match the method of capture of pieces. We added the capture counts because these seem likely to be an important feature, and for our purposes, there seems little point in requiring the evolutionary process to discover them (which would be difficult given the way we have structured the rest of the network). The "red to play" neuron provides 200 250 300
Fig 4: %wins for the best evolved player versus the Random player, with various numbers of plies, with the original rule set.
Fig 4 shows the performance of the fittest individual from each chosen generation against the Random player. The solid line shows the percentage of wins, with both players playing at 1-ply. This is a major component of the fitness function (which also includes performance against other players in the population, and a reward for draws over losses). The winning percentage rises from around 50% at the start to around 80% at the end of the run.
The other series show the percentage of wins with both players playing at 2-ply, and then at 3-ply. This gives an additional advantage to the evolved players, with winning percentage rising to better than 90% at 2-ply, and steady at 100% for 3-ply. Thus we can be confident that the evolved However, learning appears to have stopped, and it may be that stagnation has set in.
A. A Simple heuristic
As an additional test, we designed a simple heuristic, based on a most rudimentary grasp of the game (because that is the only grasp we have!). It uses two features: piece capture difference (since matches can be won by capturing more pieces than the opponent, and presumably having more of ones own pieces on the board is an advantage), and the Manhattan distance of the King to the closest burg (on the expectation that it is good for White to advance towards a safe cell). Thus, the heuristic we used is:
Value(boaid) = (redCaptuies-whiteCapttres) + 0.1 x kingDistance This heuristic gives many moves equal value, and we chose between the highest value moves randomly. Thus, like the Random player, each game against this Simple player is likely to be different, and we can play a sample of games against it. compete about equally with the Simple player at 3-ply. However, this would not necessarily result in truly stronger play, just play that fares better against the Simple player. More satisfying would be to improve the co-evolutionary algorithm.
B. Red and white balance Table 1 shows a the number of wins and losses for the best evolved player in the final generation, broken down to compare performance as Red to performance as White. The data shows that it is around 3 times easier to win as White, and 10 times easier to lose as Red. In Fig 7, we see the same plot for games against the It is tempting to try to evolve players using the Simple Simple player. With this alternative rule set, the evolved player in place of the Random player, in the hope of player actually beats the Simple player at 1-ply, and is evolving stronger players. In fact, we did some experiments nearly equal in strength at 3-ply. As with the original rule along those lines, and found that the evolved players could set, there is a significant drop in relative performance at 2-ply. This is an encouraging result -remember that the evolved player has never seen the Simple player during learning. 
